Abstract -Web application development demanding user applications to manage users and passwords application system as well indirectly, so as not to be abused by not authorized parties. User account security methods have been tried to solve the problem. Including by implementing authentication service on Single Sign On (SSO) network, applying Server Radius as captive portal authentication, and by building a CAS Server as authentication Center and with each others methods by programming languages variety.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is a medium of information and communication that is often used these days. In fact, almost all formal and informal institutions, not spared to use the Internet. The usage of Internet is certainly depend on the usage of the website. In fact, almost no formal institutions that do not have a website. Either a local or a website portal that is used as a public information system that is accessible from the outside (Internet). However, along with the development of the web application, indirectly it's require user of application and admin system to can manage the user account and the system applications with good, so the user account don't misuse by unauthorized parties.
Based on these problems, in this study aims to discuss the implementation of the CAS Server as a authentication center in a SSO network system that is built with PHP programming language. And Then tested the ability of the CAS Server is with hacking tools. As for the hacking tools used is Apache Banch (AB).
II. RELATED WORK
According to Gao Zheng, et al. [1] , Central Authentication Service (CAS) as the central authentication is used. CAS is a web application design open source Single Sign-On, published by Yale University. Additionally, it's describe about usage the https protocol encryption to encrypt communication as a safeguard, saving the identity of bills in the authentication center, without the browser to save cookies.
Despite this, CAS there are still some deficiencies: 1. The user that in multiple data sources will be difficult to verified caused more than one database holds all registered users of the services. 2. CAS notes and session storage are not very good support for distributed, web flow has some shortcomings for distributed mechanisms. 3. CAS verification through the user and service and allow access, just put the user information into session, but for the user's authentication using attribute cannot.
So, by extending the open-source framework of CAS, enable them to make up for the lack of these points above, which will enable the SSO to complete the more powerful features in addition to certification methode.
Based on research conducted by G. Ramadan [2] , the products SSO system based on open source that is commonly used today include CAS, OpenAM (Open Access Manager), and JOSSO (Java Open Single Sign-On). However, in this study suggested the name of the product from the CAS. This is the reason that CAS is a free (open source) and many library that support with client.
III. BASIC THEORY

A. Introduction of Single Sign On (SSO)
SSO is a mechanism that makes the user only needs to remember one user name and password that authentic to open multiple services at once. SSO needs to be authenticated once, then authentication will happen automatically when the user opens another website through a session [1] .
By used SSO, a user just simply does once the authentication process to gain permits access to all the services contained within the network. An example is the Google account that is integrated with google apps (google drives, google plus, gmail, etc.). With a single login to one of the google apps, then automatically the Google has logging in to other apps.
The SSO Server is actually not different web applications in General, its task is to handle the request and provide a response to the client that access. Just reply SSO server task is 99% of authentifikasi, the processing of session and coockies. In addition, an SSO server must be able to handle the request and response quickly [2] . The basic concept of SSO can be seen in Figure 3 .1. 
B. Definition of CAS
The Central Authentication Service (CAS) is an authentication system originally created by Yale University to provide a safe way for an application to authenticate a user. The CAS then implemented as an open source Java server component and a client library support for Java, PHP, Perl, Apache, uPortal, and others. CAS Server is a basic framework that used for SSO network security [4] . To more clearly understand the basic concepts of CAS can be seen in Figure  3 .2. 
C. Hacking and Sniffing Tools
Hacking (attack) is a computer program belonging to break through the activities of people/other party. While hackers are people who do hacking and usually have the expertise to create and read a particular program, and obsessed with observing his security [6] . While Sniffing is eavesdropping on data traffic on a computer network that is carried out by sniffer [6] . In the test system used in this study is Apache Banch (AB). In addition, there are kind of attack that called Spoofing. It is one of more form attack that pernicious in the networking system [7] .
D. Black Box Testing
Black Box testing (functional testing) is one of the conditions of the test developed by the program or system function. Where tester (examiner) requires information about the data input and output to be observed, but did not know how to program or system is working. As someone who does not have to know how a car works internally to drive it, do not need to know the internal structure of the program work. The tester function testing focuses on the specifics of the program. With black-box testing, the tester saw the program as a black box and really do not care about the internal structure of a program or system. Some examples in this category include: decision tables, equivalence partitioning, range testing, boundary value testing, database integrity testing, graphing cause effect, orthogonal array testing, array and table testing, exception testing, limit testing, and random testing [8] .
IV. DESAIN SYSTEM SSO network system design that is constructed in this study were divided into two groups of systems. That CAS Server as the primary system is used as the authentication center. And the next group is the CAS Client systems that function as activators session on the application on the client side. To understand the SSO network system design that is built in this study, can be seen in the description of the SSO network system design and SSO authentication data flow scenario the following:
A. SSO Network Systems Design
The following is an explanation of the design of a network system consisting of an Information Systems Server Web and a CAS Server. The architecture of network system Single Sign On (SSO) as a whole in this study are as described in Each user was located in client area that will login to access a Web Server SI, then immediately directed (redirect) to the CAS Server that was located in the SSO Server Area with a service address to authenticate by checking whether the user is already registered in the CAS Server database. Once successfully authenticated, then from CAS Server redirected back to address service (CAS Client) and then directed to a Web Server SI (Client Area).
Similarly, for each user who is in the SSO Server Area, which will access the Web Server SI, authenticating to CAS Server first and then once authenticated redirected back to the Web Server SI originating in accordance with the submitted address service.
Information specification and selection of the components shown in Figure 4 
B. SSO Authentication Data Flow Scenario
Design of network systems that is integrated with SSO to authenticate on CAS Server has scenario as described in the The scenario in Figure 4 .2 is marked with the serial number one to five can be explained as follows: 1. Users access the Web Server System Information (SI) through the browser on the user PC with the address http://www.amarudin.com 2. From the Server SI then redirected to the CAS Server with a service address to authenticate whether the user account is registered in the data base by the CAS Server. 3. If the user account has not been registered in the data base of the CAS Server, then the user can not access the Web Server System Information directly, but returned again to the user without going through the Information System Web Server. 4. If the user account is registered in the data base of the CAS Server, then from the CAS Server is directed to the CAS Client Web Server System are in accordance with the address information service that has been delivered. 5. From the Web Server Information Systems were directed to the user's PC in a state already authenticated. If the user opens another application that is integrated with SSO, then the application system does not need to authenticate again to the CAS Server, but just uses a User Name that is in session on the client browser.
By usage of authentication session is expected authentication process to be faster than without using the session that always logged into the CAS Server.
C. SSO Authentication Flowchart
The authentication process on the SSO network can be described in the flowchart that shown in Figure 4 .3. 
D. CAS Server Application Design
The design of CAS Server application in this study using the PHP programming language and the MySQL database. The CAS Server login page display is shown in Figure 4 The display form for filling and processing user data is shown in Figure 4 .5. 
E. Listing Program of CAS Server
CAS Server must provide user data to be used as the authentication center. So the CAS Server must also provide the address to be accessed by the client. Here are a few links that provided by CAS Server: To view the capture performance test results on CAS Server at this stage can be seen in Figure 6 .1.
